has always existed side by side with more normative models of culture. And what counts as cultural studies overlaps substantially with media and communication studies, cultural history, cultural geography, the sociology of culture, cultural policy studies, and even certain forms of autoethnographic anthropology. Conversely, many people whose work has at times been coopted for cultural studies -Ian Hunter or Vijay Mishra or Lesley Stern, for example -would probably not classify themselves as cultural studies scholars, and in some cases do their main work in other welldefined disciplines such as postcolonial literary studies or film studies. My own work has always been perched precariously at the edge of cultural studies, sometimes engaging directly with it at a metatheoretical level, at others doing research that is recognisably within the field, but at others again quite disconnected from it. For me it has been, by and large, a strategic rubric -a way of allowing work at the point of convergence of the humanities and the social sciences to get done -rather than a central disciplinary preoccupation, and this has probably been the case for many others.
The label 'Australian', on the other hand, constructs a misleading homogeneity in three related ways. First, as Ien Ang and Jon Stratton amongst others have argued, it separates Australia from its place in the Asia-Pacific region and from the plethora of its connections with and interests in other parts of the world;
5 one of the effects of this is to assimilate it to a model of white and settled Australianness that does little justice to its internal heterogeneity. Second, and more concretely, it fails to account for the cosmopolitanism of Australian cultural studies: the movement backwards and forwards of intellectual formations, on the one hand, and of people and careers on the other. John Fiske, for example, passes through Australia on his way from Britain to the United States, staying less than a decade; in that time he helps shape the discipline by way of patronage, of teaching and supervision, by co-authoring at least one important book, and by his key role in setting up the Australian Journal of Cultural Studies ; he fosters but also sets up a reaction against a form of cultural populism that he validates with a reading of de Certeau which was as widely contested as it was influential. Meaghan Morris, similarly, builds a career in Paris, the United States and Hong Kong as much as she does in Australia, where she has had no permanent academic placement. And Ien Ang brings a historical trajectory from Indonesia to the Netherlands to Murdoch University to the University of Western Sydney, but with constant forays to other parts of the world. Finally, the category of the Australian covers over the fact that this national story looks very different from different parts of the country; from my perspective, Western Australia and Queensland are major players in the construction of the discipline in this period, but things look very different if your focus is on, say, the Sydney history that runs from the late days of the Push through the Working Papers group, the split in Philosophy at Sydney University, the influence of the Power Institute, and so on. There is no single story, nor any synthesis possible of these competing versions.
The particular story that I have to tell must in the first instance be a story about the people who shaped Australian cultural studies; the force of individuals, working singly or in collaboration, is the irreducible core of any such history. But the work that they do takes place only insofar as a space is made for it in institutions of different kinds that allow it to appear, to be recognised, to count as intellectual work. And indeed, to speak of 'people' is to use a shorthand term for a complex of trainings, interests, positions, and opportunities, all shaped into trajectories which have no predetermined path. Review, the growth of sociology and communication studies in the polytechnics, and perhaps the postwar extra-mural education movement). But after noting the extent to which Australian cultural studies takes place 'on the edge of more established fields such as film and media studies; within the debates over theory and practice in such disciplines as literary studies, fine arts and sociology or, and beyond the academy, within feminism; and as a means of framing arguments within the development and critique of cultural policy', Turner goes on to concede that there are, nevertheless, starting points for an institutional genealogy. The ones he isolates for attention are, first, the journals Arena, Intervention, the Australian Journal of Screen Theory and the Australian Journal of Cultural Studies; second, the 'major investment in the culture industries by successive federal governments during the '70s and '80s', which 'licensed new kinds of critics to speak about Australian culture'; and third, the fact that 'new institutions within an expanded higher education sector defined themselves in opposition to the established universities through their interdisciplinary programmes' (5).
I'm going to concentrate on academic institutions and on journals, although I recognise the centrality of the culture industries, particularly film, to the development of cultural studies in Australia. The following four institutions, and the programmes within them, seem to me to have been at the heart of the development of Australian cultural studies in the late 1970s and the 1980s:
Programs in the late 1970s and 1980s
WAIT ( The crucial factor here is that these are either new, third-generation universities (Murdoch and Griffith both started in 1975), or they are technical institutes or colleges of advanced education: vocationally oriented institutions with humanities departments and an aspiration to produce research. A combination of low cultural capital and a high degree of disciplinary renovation helped drive these institutions to a sense that the research they were producing was in some sense more cutting-edge, more relevant, more serious than what was being done in the older-established universities. When I began work at Murdoch University in the middle of 1975 the programme in literary studies had been going for only six months, and the communication and cultural studies programme was not yet operating. I was involved in writing the curriculum for each, without restriction on the sense I had of how these disciplines should be structured -a sense, needless to say, very different from those prevailing in the traditional universities.
Thus the space in which cultural studies developed in Australia was shaped, although not of course determined, by the effects of an unequal distribution of cultural capital between the 'sandstone' and the 'new' or technical institutions of tertiary education, as well as by an expansion of the sector which brought a new academic population (many of them the children of '68) into a field in which traditional forms of intellectual capital were losing much of their prestige -although not, of course, in the eyes of their holders. Bourdieu's analyses of academic hierarchies and their emotional as well as intellectual effects get at something of the agonistics involved, although their functionalist bent means they don't perhaps capture the stimulus given to new work by these tensions. 7 A further set of constraints begins to operate with the introduction of the Dawkins reforms to tertiary education in 1987, which amongst many other things introduce a funding model that gives greater weight to research and thus tends to favour the older universities. Concomitantly with these reforms, then, but also as a normal effect of the institutionalisation of innovation, scholars working in cultural studies begin in the 1990s to move towards the more prestigious institutions, which in turn, for reasons that have in part to do with their power to draw students, begin to establish programmes in the 'new' disciplinary areas. In the same see-sawing movement, some of the institutions where cultural studies had been early established gradually lose their intellectual energy in this area.
These, now, are the people who worked in these 'new' institutions at some point in this period and who had some association with cultural studies (it is in a list such as this that the arbitrariness of my choices, the limitations of my memory, and the difficulty of distinguishing central from peripheral players will be most apparent; the problem with genealogies is that they assume the coherence of the field and that people are either in or out of the field; they look for and are structured by tellable stories, events and trends):
People in the late 1970s and 1980s Some of these people work in relative isolation, in the sense that they are not affiliated with journals or research centres and develop projects that are not collaborative, although their teaching may be. Noel Sanders, a central and insufficiently recognised figure in Australian cultural studies, seems to me to be one of these, although that may in part be because I haven't been aware of how he works with others. Eric Michaels was another -an anthropologist whose work bordered on cultural studies and of course contributed to it in a major way, but who was never 'of' it.
The majority of these people, however, work on projects that overlap with those of their colleagues, or have a sense of belonging to the discipline through their affiliation with journals or research centres or even through a common teaching programme that has research consequences, as was the case with the Forms of Communication course at Griffith. Thus Turner and Fiske at WAIT were both involved with the Australian Journal of Cultural Studies and collaborated on research projects; the Murdoch people were similarly associated with the journal, and had a clear sense of the distinctiveness of the form of cultural studies being developed at the University. Meaghan Morris, who taught part-time at NSWIT from 1979-84, was part of a milieu with strong connections to the film world and which, under Ann Curthoys' direction, became more hospitable both to the strands of structuralist and post-structuralist work that eventually fed into cultural studies, and to historical writing and indigenous studies; the work of Ross Gibson (crossing backwards and forwards between film, history, museum installations and fiction), who had an intermittent association with NSWIT, exemplifies the ways these different areas were able to converge. Morris also had a loose association with the art-school world in which there was a lively cross-institutional undergraduate scene linking students to NSWIT/UTS, to Elizabeth Grosz's feminist philosophy courses at Sydney University, and to film studies at UNSW. Gunther Kress, at SACAE and then NSWIT before his move back to the UK, was at the centre of a politicised Hallidayan network that included Terry Threadgold at Sydney University and a number of others, and he wrote several important books with Bob Hodge. and the ethos of these theorists was carried in journals like Art and Text and On the Beach Graeme Turner gives a somewhat different version of this list: 'Sources which feed into Australian work', he writes, 'include American anthropology, "area" studies methodologies used in Australian studies courses, British sociological research into deviance and the press, Screen theory, British cultural studies (particularly the encoding/decoding television research), an indigenous breed of media studies interested in policy and the construction of national identity, post-Hallidayan social semiotics, and feminist rewritings of Australian history -to name a few' (6); and he also mentions 'European theory', including Lyotard, Baudrillard, and Foucault. This account diverges considerably from my own, not because we are telling different stories or know different things, but because the story is so diffuse and so difficult to construct in a singular form. 13 And in any case the question of origins and influence is badly posed and is less interesting than the question of the uses to which a provenance is put. As Meaghan Morris puts it in a conversation with Stephen Muecke, for intellectual exchange as for international trade 'there are networks of circulation, rather than spaces in communication, and the space -local, national, inter-national -where one is acting at any given time is criss-crossed by all those networks, each of them constructing "spaces" differently.... So what matters now is not the origin of ideas -here, there, coming in, going out -but ... the performance of the text on the spot , and how intellectuals work to define their "spot" in the world, and its relations to other "spots"'.
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Yet there is a story -that's the point of this paper -and it is not to be found merely in the listing of its structural conditions. In order to try to give a sense of the intellectual passion that drives it, let me reconstruct one, partial version of it from the contents of the four years of the Australian Journal of Cultural Studies; in what follows I attempt to reduce these essays and reviews to a small set of underlying research questions. What I'm trying to account for is the problematic that drives the development of cultural studies in Australia: 'problematic' in the Althusserian sense of an interrelated set of questions that generates a body of knowledge -with the proviso that the singularity of this problematic is as much self-consciously constructed as it is given in advance.
The questions that I see driving the early development of Australian cultural studies, then, would include the following:
The problematic of early Australian cultural studies
• The question of constructing a semiotics of the media; the Hallidayan concept of a 'functional semiotics' points to a concern with the interrelation of systems of meaning with systems of social power
• A set of questions about addressivity which gives a political inflection to the work of Benveniste; some of Bakhtin's work is also adapted to these questions
• A concern with addressing popular culture, in its banal and ordinary forms, as part of an analysis of the construction of a hegemonically organised everyday; the concept of hegemony provokes a further set of questions about the negotiated or resistant relation of audiences to textual systems
• Questions of the construction in popular culture of gender, of national identity, and of race, particularly indigeneity
• The question of the relative autonomy of textual representations from the realities they construct -a question that shifts these concerns from literary to popular texts
• Questions about textual reproducibility, the priority of copies over originals, and the commodification of cultural texts
• Questions about the relation of the popular to systems of cultural capital
• Questions derived from the Foucauldian concept of governmentality about the relation of culture to government
• Finally, questions of methodology, especially in relation to ethnographic research traditions Each of these questions is in some sense politically inflected (in the way the word 'political' was understood at that time) in its approach to cultural forms. To speak very schematically, we could express the problematic of this phase of Australian cultural studies as the question: how do meaning systems, especially in the mass media, relate to systems of social power? Or, even more briefly, how does culture relate to government (in the broadest sense of each word, and where both 'meaning systems' and 'culture' must be taken as structures of practice)? But to formulate a common intellectual project in this reductive and schematic way is to miss some of the force of its diversity and of the sheer creativity with which it elaborates its objects, as well as the sheer and exhilarating sense of difference from the traditional preoccupations of aesthetic and sociological accounts of the world.
Can we say, however, that this set of shared questions adds up, in any but the most general sense, to a common project? What I'm questioning is the forms of unity that are imputed to intellectual formations, and in particular the predication of an inner logic of forward progression through the unceasing correction of partial syntheses that continues to inform intellectual history: first there was Althusser, then there was Foucault, then Stuart Hall brought Gramsci into play in a powerful lateral move, only to be outflanked in turn by a play from the Baudrillardian left field, which in turn gave way to Deleuze and affect and the embodied subject until this in turn became last year's news... : a logic that Morris once described as 'the delirious consumerism of the theory scene' in Australia.
Ideas and intellectual formations have neither this kind of autonomy nor this kind of incremental coherence. Rather, I figure them as being structured by the logic of a field which is in turn substantially shaped by institutions and by the more or less contingent intersections of biographical trajectories at institutionally structured occasions (departments, journals, research centres and so on). These trajectories, the long chains of personal formation through heterogeneous contexts, bring with them intellectual engagements, social and political preoccupations, and particular, quite personal worries and obsessions which only occasionally connect with the concerns of others; the points where they do intersect are thus made up of multiple temporalities and of divergent lines of force. Let me get personal, because the easiest way for me to talk concretely about this is to think for a little while about the way my own trajectory intersects with the long chains of other people's lives. My preoccupations in the 1970s and 1980s were with Marxist theory (a preoccupation which grew at least as much out of my political sensibilities as they were theoretical, but which was always located outside party politics), and with finding ways of making Marxist theory less determinist, less reductionist, more capable of dealing with the complexities of literary and, more generally, cultural texts. Althusser and the group around him were useful to me because they dealt with questions of complex causality in ways that broke with the simplicities of base and superstructure. But I also drew on the systemic analyses developed by the Russian Formalists, and on post-structuralist theory; Foucault was particularly important to my thinking about questions of discourse and knowledge -the Foucault, in particular, of The Archaeology of Knowledge.
My project had a close overlap with that of only one of the other central figures in early Australian cultural studies, Tony Bennett, whose work was similarly structured by a negative engagement with the aesthetics of Georg Lukács and a positive engagement with the Russian Formalists and Bakhtin; both of us took a sociological approach to questions of the aesthetic, and we both came increasingly to be persuaded by the work of Foucault. Our work still overlaps to a considerable extent, although my engagement with the cultural policy turn that Tony initiated was always fairly gestural; we collaborated on a major project in the 1990s, which became Accounting for Tastes: Australian Everyday Cultures (1999), and we are currently collaborating on an enormous Handbook of Cultural Analysis.
The other points of intersection are more typical, I think, of the ways in which a particular intellectual formation develops: moments of only partial overlap with people whose trajectory is carrying them in quite different directions. Such moments of intersection are occasional, significant and intense on those occasions, and at other times relatively weak, although institutional factors -constant interaction over the years at conferences, on committees, examining student work, as well as the fact of being seen by others as members of the same group -do work to reinforce a sense of commonality.
The most important of these intersections was probably with Meaghan Morris, who has been an important intellectual influence on my work. My first significant interaction with her came when I sent her a draft of an essay on Foucault to which she responded with a long critical commentary, arguing with my reading in ways that forced me to rethink my understanding of Foucault, but doing it in the most generous and supportive way. We have exchanged work regularly since then, and we later Some of the other key points of intersection have to do with my work on the editorial board of AJCS. Graeme Turner was one of them: someone with whom I had relatively little to do when he was at WAIT, but who became a significant other when we took up positions together at the University of Queensland in 1990, putting together, amongst other things, a program in cultural studies, but also seeing a somewhat fractious English Department through the rapid and unsettling changes of the Dawkins years. Our relationship has been, if I can make this rather problematic distinction, professional rather than intellectual: we have collaborated institutionally in substantial ways, working closely together for a period of ten years; but Graeme's interests in film and media on the one hand, and in questions of the national on the other, have meant that his work has run parallel to mine rather than closely coinciding at any point.
With other colleagues the points of intersection have been more intermittent and sometimes sources of friction. John Fiske's work was a provocation to my book Cultural Studies and Cultural Value, which seeks to define the discipline of cultural studies against the grain of the populism that informs his writings (and, in different ways, those of John Hartley, Alan McKee, Cathy Lumby and others). In a somewhat different way, the work of Ian Hunter, of Bob Hodge, and of Alec McHoul, coming from very different directions and with very different preoccupations from mine and from each other's, has been a source of admiration and a productive stimulus to disagreement. And with others again -Noel Sanders, Tim Rowse, Helen Grace, Elspeth Probyn -I have consistently admired their work without its ever changing mine. These intersections within the field of cultural studies, then, are of different qualities and intensities, and of enormous complexity, since each of these long biographical chains is entangled with every other.
I said before that to speak of persons is to use a shorthand 'for a complex of trainings, interests, positions, and opportunities, all shaped into trajectories which have no predetermined path'. What I find, looking over the shaping of cultural studies in Australia, is at once the contingency of these very different pathways as they momentarily cross each other, and the ways in which they form moments of common purpose which last for a while and then give way to other formations. Many of us, I suspect, carry with us an elsewhere -Buenos Aires and Bombay for me, the Kimberley for Stephen Muecke, perhaps Paris and Hong Kong for Meaghan -which shadows the presence of our work with others and generates its difference. There is no necessary consolidation in intellectual work: rather, we can observe a kind of 'clumping' of intellectual energies at key places and times: the early days of Murdoch and Griffith Universities, and of WAIT and NSWIT; the moment of the Institute for Cultural Policy Studies (later the Key Centre for Cultural and Media Policy) at Griffith, of the Creative Industries project under John Hartley at QUT, of Ien Ang's Centre for Cultural Research at the University of Western Sydney, of the fibreculture consortium, and of the various journals which brought together editors and contributors in what they felt to be, and what partly became, a common project. This clumping of intellectual work goes together with a movement of post-hoc consolidation of disciplinary structure, which is in part no more than the construction of a retrospective and mythic unity, the imposition of a coherent plot upon the heterogeneity of historical stories.
Historical reflection differs from intellectual history both in its questioning of such mythic plots and, as I wrote at the beginning of this paper, in the connection it seeks to establish between a past and the present that reflects on it. The distinction that I have sought to make here has to do with the question of what kind of 'moment of theory' Australian cultural studies constituted in its early phase, and of what comes 'after theory'. Let me approach these questions -which have been implicit in everything I have written to this point -by referring to a recent controversy on the Cultural Studies Association of Australasia list. I pick it up in medias res with a post by Simon During on August 29th 2005, responding to a criticism by Graeme Turner of an earlier post of During's about what has happened to Australian cultural studies today. 16 
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Stephen Muecke was one of a number of people who responded with some displeasure to During's comments; in a post of the same day he wrote:
I've only just rejoined this list, so forgive me if I have failed to grasp the full pathos. So it seems that Simon, from the heart of the razor-wire Empire, is telling us we are not political enough, which means doing old theory or having Spivak in the office next door. Graeme [Turner] 
18
What Muecke points to is something distinctly old-fashioned in the version of 'Theory' that During posits here: Theory with a capital 'T' as a set of distinct, labelled boxes, each corresponding to a welldefined disciplinary formation and perhaps as well to a structure of prestige that is especially characteristic of literature departments in the United States, in which the careers of major players depend on their mediation to local audiences of European high theory. 19 This is a version of theory that, it seems to me, has never sat comfortably with the way cultural studies has been done in this country. As Meaghan Morris and I wrote in 1993:
It is not that Australian cultural studies (as we see it) is in any way hostile to 'theory'; theoretical work can also be considered a form of cultural practice. It is merely that the doctrinal disputes which have marked and perhaps enabled the emergence of cultural studies elsewhere -disputes between humanism and formalism, formalism and Marxism, Frankfurt School Marxism and post-structuralism, deconstruction and new historicism, 'textualism' and ethnography -have not long remained the focus of debate in Australia, where they are often resolved in practice by a kind of rigorous mixing. (xiv)
If we are 'after Theory', as has become the common wisdom of recent years, it is only that of the kind that During invokes. We have not gone beyond that other, 'mixed' and inventive kind, the theory that grows productively out of its object as it seeks to conceptualise celebrity or virtual personality or media affect or the Asian cinema industries or the place of indigenous people in the polity. Nor could we be: there is no 'positive' space of productivity beyond theory: there is only theory that's aware of the way its categories construct a disciplinary world, and theory that is not.
The question of the 'moment of theory' is thus the question of the kind of theoretical universe we now inhabit, and more concretely of the present state and the possible futures of cultural studies: this is the structure of interest that might drive this construction of the past beyond the merely (and uselessly) descriptive. We can, however, use this turning point in the early 1990s to identify some long-term problems that have become more evident than they once were.
The fate of cultural studies is bound up with its institutional place. With whom does it go to bed in the hybridising corporate university -with English, with media studies, with communication studies, with sociology? Is it a distinct domain of enquiry and research, or is it rather an interdisciplinary programme drawing together research objects formed in other disciplines? Why has it failed to make inroads into the elite American universities, and how far will it be damaged by its perceived lack of intellectual rigour? Why is it that, some forty years after the establishment of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham, it is still not possible to point to a single work that exemplifies the realised potential of the discipline, in the way that in literary studies one could point, say, to Auerbach's Mimesis or Empson's Seven Types of Ambiguity or de Man's Blindness and Insight? 20 Given, finally, that the fate of cultural studies has been so closely connected with the 'cultural turn' in the social sciences over the last twenty or thirty years, is it now the case that as the explanatory power of the concept of culture becomes exhausted, cultural studies itself must confront the evanescence of its framework of enquiry?
These are questions that should feed in the first instance into a disciplinary reflection, of which one dimension will be a historical self-reflection. Beyond that, they are questions of social purpose: does cultural studies, in Australia as elsewhere, have the capacity to articulate a 'history of the present' to which it could respond in ways that would be at once intellectually and politically productive? 21 And how must we understand both the present and the past of our 'moment of theory' if that is ever to happen?
